47th Annual CaGIS Map Design Competition Results – 22 February 2020

Judges: Tanya Allison, Dan McDermitt, Mark Denil, Tom Patterson, Lauren Tierney, Brooke Marston, Daniel Cole.

**Student**

**David Woodward Digital Map Award:**
*Curious City: In, Out, Above, Beyond Saint Paul* by Elizabeth Abramson, JoJo Baldus, Henry Beimers, Della Brown, Dio Cramer, Ceren Dolma, Julia Evelyn, Elizabeth Fugikawa, Katie Jolly, Anya Lindell Paulson, Alessandro Mauceri, Henry McCarthy, Maddy Murnane, Elston Tortuga, Stella Wang, Elliot Wareham, Macalester College.


**Honorable Mentions:**


and *School Shootings in America 1840 through March 2018* by Stephanie de la Wade Cisneros, Community College of Baltimore County Geospatial Applications Program,


**Arthur Robinson Print Map Award**

**Winners (tie):**

*Vancouver and Surrounding Area* by Thomas Zuberbuehler, Center of Geographic Sciences, Nova Scotia

and *Bitterroot River Watershed* by Zachary Goodwin, University of Montana.

**Honorable Mention:** *The Mississippi River – North America’s Physical & Cultural Phenomenon* by Kyle McNair, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

**Professional:**

**Atlas/Book:**

**Winner:** *National Geographic Atlas of the National Parks* by Jon Waterman; Cartographers: Irene Berman-Vaporis, Riley Champine, Debbie Gibbons, Mike McNEY.

McNey, Dylan L. Molnar, Alison DeGraff Ollivierre, Gregory Ugiansky, Rosemary Wardley, Ryan Williams, Scott A. Zillmer.

**Thematic:**

**Winner:** The Pacific’s Fiery Ring, Cartographers: Matthew W. Chwastyk and Manuel Canales, National Geographic Magazine.

**Honorable Mentions:**

Last Summer Ice, Cartographers: Jason Treat, Ryan T. Williams, Riley D. Champine, National Geographic Magazine.


The High Price of Living High Tech, Cartographers: Ryan Morris and Patricia Healy, National Geographic Magazine.

**Reference:**

**Winner:** Moon, Cartographer: Matthew W. Chwastyk, National Geographic Magazine.

**Honorable Mention:** The Teton Fault, Cartographers: Richard Zeeb¹, Mark Zellman², Christopher DuRoss³, Glen Thackray⁴: 1, MagnaTerra Cartographic; 2, BCG Engineering, Inc.; 3, U.S.G.S.; 4, Idaho State University; compiled for the Wyoming State Geological Survey.

**Recreation/Travel:**

**Winner:** Ohiopyle, Laurel Highlands, Cartographers: Mike Hermann and Erin Greb, Purple Lizard Maps.

**Honorable Mention:** Map of the Loch Ness, Scotland from Fort Augustus to Dochgarroch Lock, Cartographer: Doug Cain, City of Fort Collins, Colorado.

**Digital /Interactive:**

**Winner:** Conservation Areas in South America, https://mahorn.github.io/conservation/ Cartographers: Maria Renee Horn, Rich Donohue, University of Kentucky.

**Honorable Mention:** none

**Other:** no entries.
Best of Show: *National Geographic Atlas of the National Parks* by Jon Waterman; Cartographers: Irene Berman-Vaporis, Riley Champine, Debbie Gibbons, Mike McNey.